Abstract 2 2 Parity nonconservation is observed in the 6 P l / 2 -7 P l / 2 transition in thallium. Absorption of circularly polarized 293 nm 2 photons by 6 P l / 2 atoms in an E field results in polarization of the 
Introduction
We report preliminary observations of parity nonconservaUon (PNC) 2 2 in the 6 P l/2 -7P l/2 transition (292. 2Im(E h ) o p,t eo theo = ----~Mr-,---expt = (+2.3 ± 0.9) • 10-3 (2) for sin 2e w = 0.25, where ewi~ the Weinberg angle. The uncertainty in o h arises from the uncertainties in M t(-15%), and E th (-25%).
The aim of this experiment is to measure O.
Investigations of this type were first suggested by Bouchiat and
and an experiment on Cs is being carried out by their group 6 at Paris.
Also, optical rotation experiments on bismuth have been 7 8 9 reported (but with contradictory results), ' , while PNCin high energy 10 electron scattering, consistent with W-S model, has been Observed at SLACo 
Experimental Method
The simplest way to measure 0 would be to illuminate Tt vapor in a field-free region with circularly polarized 293 nm light and observe the helicitydependence of the decay fluorescence (e.g. at 535 nm, see Fig.   1 ). Unfortunately this is impractical because of background effects. Ignoring terms of order [M + Ep]2, the 7 2 P 1/2 polarization along z is: Then we observe the asymm~try:
The dilution factor 0.7 is determined from measurements of M made (6) during the PNC experiment. It agrees with a calibration experiment in which the 2018~ beam was directed along -x to analyze the large polarization along that axis which arises from interference between a and B amplitudes in the 1+1 transition: (7) for ± UV helicities respectively. After traversing the main cell, the UV beam passes through a second fixed quarter wave plate (A) which restores linear polarization €. resolution is sufficient to give less than 10% contaminatibn of either;"! (9-0, 0-1) line by the other.
Observational Procedure and PNC Data
The UV helicity alternates with each pulse, E is reversed after every secopd pulse, and the IR circular polarization changes sign after each set of 128 pulses~ We define (regions 1,2).
. ' ,
The average,of observed asymmetries for opposite UV helicities (~ ) m yields M, while 1/2 of the difference (~ ) yields E. The 0-1 line is p . p observed for 25600 pulses, then an equal amount of data are taken for the 0-0 line. The entire procedure is executed repeatedly for a run. taken with the IR beam entering region 1 first ("IR I" in Table i) and entering region 2 first ("IR2"). Also, approximately equal amounts ... 
